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The dynamic light scattering methods
are widely used in biomedical diagnos-
tics involving evaluation of blood
flow. However, there exist some diffi-
culties in quantitative interpretation of
backscattered light signals from the
viewpoint of diagnostic information.
This study considers the application of
the high-speed videocapillaroscopy
(VCS) method that provides the direct
measurement of the red blood cells
(RBCs) velocity into a capillary. The
VCS signal presents true oscillation
nature of backscattered light caused by
moving RBCs. Thus, the VCS signal can be assigned as a reference one with
respect to more complicated signals like in laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF). An
essential correlation between blood flow velocity oscillations in a separate human
capillary and the integral perfusion estimate obtained by the LDF method has been
found. The observation of blood flow by the VCS method during upper arm occlu-
sion has shown emergence of the reverse blood flow effect in capillaries that corre-
sponds to the biological zero signal in the LDF. The reverse blood flow effect has
to be taken into account in interpretation of LDF signals.

KEYWORDS

blood flow velocity oscillations, laser Doppler flowmetry, occlusion test, reverse
blood flow, videocapillaroscopy, wavelet coherence

1 | INTRODUCTION

The dynamic light scattering (DLS) methods are widely used
in biomedical diagnostics including evaluation of blood flow
[1]. However, there exist some difficulties in the evaluation
and quantitative interpretation of backscattered light signals
from the viewpoint of diagnostic information. The well-known

laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) method [2] has been widely
employed in many research applications. However, the high
spatial variability in blood flow across living tissue limits the
clinical utility of single point LDF measurements [3]. The full-
field laser Doppler perfusion imaging allows overcoming this
limit, but does not provide high enough signal-to-noise ratio
and, consequently, high evaluation speed that can be achieved
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in the laser speckle contrast imaging (LSCI) [3, 4], but with
limited resolution caused by spatial averaging. Diffusing-wave
spectroscopy, also called diffuse correlation spectroscopy [5,
6], allows studying the dynamics of scattered light under
assumption of strong multiple scattering. However, this
method is associated with the analytical solution of complex
equations of the transfer theory, which leads to the complexity
of interpreting the results. All these methods relate to well
known approaches in studying blood microcirculation for early
diagnosis of various diseases and monitoring the effectiveness
of therapeutic impacts. However, the analysis and physiologi-
cal interpretation of the blood flow oscillations remain an open
problem for these methods. The blood flow fluctuations are
often considered as a source of signal nonrepeatability arising
from the stochastic nature of red blood cells (RBCs) velocity
fluctuations [7]. At the same time, local spectral decomposition
of long-term perfusion records allows one to reveal the oscilla-
tory components corresponding to the specific physiological
mechanisms. Such local spectral decomposition can be pro-
vided particularly by the wavelet transformation of the LDF
signals. Cardiac bands (0.45-1.6 Hz) and respiratory bands
(0.2-0.45 Hz) provide information about the influence of heart
rate and thorax movement on the peripheral blood flow. The
myogenic mechanism of vascular tone regulation reflects the
response of vascular smooth muscle cells to the transmural
pressure. It is characterized by oscillations of blood flow at fre-
quencies 0.05 to 0.15 Hz. The neurogenic sympathetic vaso-
motor activity induces vessels walls movement with frequency
0.02 to 0.05 Hz. Slow blood flow waves (0.005-0.0095 and
0.0095-0.02 Hz) indicate the vascular tone regulation due to
the endothelium activity, both nitric oxide-dependent and inde-
pendent. These mechanisms are considered in detail in refs.
[7–9]. Thus, useful diagnostic information is contained in vari-
ous spectral bands, and time-frequency signal analysis is of
high importance. However, there are still questions, for
instance, whether the integral parameter of perfusion corre-
sponds to a real change of blood flow velocity in capillaries. It
is important to clarify the mechanism of the LDF signal origin
involving direct evaluation of the RBCs velocity into
capillaries.

Various recent studies have shown possibility of improv-
ing the quality of LDF measurements through a multimodal
approach consisting in the combined use of several methods.
LDF in combination with contact thermometry has improved
the sensitivity and specificity of diagnosing patients with
angiospastic violations in the vascular system [10]. The use
of LDF and fluorescence spectroscopy allowed for the quali-
tative diagnosis of diabetes complications [11]. Due to the
higher efficiency of multimodal approaches, we propose in
the present study to use the videocapillaroscopy (VCS)
method as a technique based on different physical principle
with respect to LDF measurements that provides new and
reliable results.

The VCS is based on high resolving registration and
analysis of moving RBCs with evaluation of their velocity in
a separate capillary by recording a video frames series repre-
senting a nailfold capillary blood flow. It extracts the param-
eters of capillary blood flow of individual capillaries as well
as into a capillary net [12].

It should be noted that other methods can be used to
determine the blood flow velocity. For instance, the Doppler
optical coherence tomography (DOCT) methods have been
used for evaluation of the flow velocity in blood vessels
[13]. However, сonventional DOCT systems are unable to
measure blood flow velocity in a wide field of view at all the
points along a vessel length simultaneously. Moreover, con-
ventional DOCT systems provide a lower spatial resolution
(about 10 μm) in comparison with high-resolving nailfold
VCS (up to 1 μm). Finally, the DOCT does not present a
method of direct velocity measurement being based on the
same Doppler effect as the LDF.

The Sidestream Dark Field imaging method is known as
well. This technique allows for tracking the movement of
individual blood cells with high resolution [14]. However,
some technical limits inherent in this method make it inap-
plicable to observe the RBCs with high movement velocity,
which is especially important in the study of blood flow, for
example, in the hyperemia stage [15, 16].

In the present research, we exploit a high-speed camera and
advanced data processing algorithm that provide high accuracy
of RBCs velocity measurements up to several mm/s [12]. More-
over, the combination of LDF and high-speed VCS is motivated
by the involvement of two methods with different physical prin-
ciples, so the results are independent of each other, and their
comparison makes the results more reliable. It has been shown
in previous studies that combined approach can be used to vali-
date photoplethysmographic records [17]. A single-capillary
estimate of RBCs velocity may also be of particular interest for
many applications of LDF measurements. The combined use of
the LDF and VCS methods can resolve many doubts concerning
the LDF method, for example, about the origin of LDF signal
oscillations. The VCS method allows direct measurement of the
RBCs velocity in a capillary thus presenting true oscillation
nature of the signal caused by moving RBCs. Thus, this method
can verify the data obtained by LDF devices, as well as substan-
tiate interpretation of identified features of LDF signals. In this
paper, the dynamics of perfusion in a distal finger phalanx and
capillary blood flow (RBCs velocity) using the LDF and VCS
methods, respectively, are considered.

2 | MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1 | Experimental setup

The LDF method is based on the optoelectronic system con-
figuration represented by the schematic diagram shown on
the left in Figure 1.
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The single-mode laser with 1064 nm wavelength was
utilized as a radiation source. Optical fibers were used to
deliver radiation to the skin surface and to collect backscat-
tered light.

Due to the technical limit of the LDF measurements
within the nail bed area, the LDF signals were recorded at
the middle phalanx of the same finger.

From the viewpoint of the light intensity distribution in a
tissue, the sampling volume for the wavelength of 1064 nm
depends less on the blood absorption and oxygen saturation,
which reduce unwanted variability of the registered signal
from measurement to measurement. Consequently, the
assessment of perfusion parameter at the wavelength of
1064 nm characterizes mainly the velocity of scattering par-
ticles rather than the absorbing properties of living tissue.

The LDF probe sampling volume simulation based on
the Monte Carlo technique [11] has shown that the

diagnostic volume is about 1.8 mm3. In this case, the probe
is sensitive to variations of blood flow in the papillary der-
mis and upper blood net plexus. The probe diagnostic vol-
ume covers the top part of the reticular dermis, which
corresponds to the classical understanding of the sampling
volume in the LDF method. Si-photodiodes were used to
convert detected backscattered radiation into photocurrent.
Then the signal was amplified by a custom electronic board.
In this implementation of LDF setup, a differential circuit is
used, which makes it possible to remove common-mode
non-informative signal components for two channels. The
analog-to-digital conversion was performed by the data
acquisition board model NI USB 6211 (National Instru-
ments, Austin, Texas). Signal processing is conducted in the
PC with NI LabVIEW environment.

The study of a nailfold capillary network was performed
using the experimental VCS setup (see Figure 1 on the right)
providing direct evaluation of the RBCs velocity. The nail-
fold area of the hand index finger was illuminated by a white
LED. A ×5 microscope objective with aperture 0.14 and a
long-focus lens formed a capillary image on a photosensitive
array. During the experiments, a high-speed CMOS camera
with 200 fps was acquiring the video data. The high-speed
VCS technique enables to obtain detailed information about
the RBCs velocity into a capillary as well as capillary net.
The detailed description of algorithms for video frames pro-
cessing is presented in refs. [12, 17, 18].

2.2 | Correlation of perfusion and RBCs velocity in a
basal state

To study the general relationship of the signals in the basal
state, the LDF signal and RBCs velocity in a single capillary
were recorded in parallel for 14 minutes. The data was
acquired at the sampling frequency of 250 Hz in VCS
method and 20 Hz in LDF method. For the comparative data
analysis, we have taken the VCS data at the time points cor-
responding to the LDF data samples.

The LDF and VCS signals contain useful information
about blood flow but in different form. It is important to
evaluate the correspondence between the signals involving
additional information provided by the VCS data to verify
the LDF signal origin. Due to specific and local-variable
properties of the signals mentioned above and inherent in
blood flow study, it is reasonable to apply local spectral
analysis implemented in the form of the continuous wavelet
transform (CWT).

LDF and VCS signals were decomposed using CWT in
the form:

W s, τð Þ = 1ffiffi
s

p
ð∞

− ∞
x tð Þψ* t− τ

s

� �
dt, ð1Þ

where x(t) is a target signal, τ is local time index, s is scaling
factor, * means complex conjugation. The Morlet wavelet
defined in the form

FIGURE 1 The overall scheme of the system. AC Amp, AC signal
amplifier; ADC, analogue-to-digital converter; DC Amp, DC signal
amplifier; LD driver, laser diode driver; MPU, microprocessing unit; Si PD,
silicon photodiode; SMLD, single-mode laser diode; TIA, transimpedance
amplifier
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ψ tð Þ = e2πite− t2=σ ð2Þ
was used with the decay parameter σ = 1. This
wavelet allows one to ensure sufficient time-frequency reso-
lution and is well localized in the time domain.

The combined study of the VCS and LDF signals has to
be conducted locally in time as well as at different frequen-
cies. Such time-frequency comparison of two nonstationary
signals can be provided involving the wavelet-based coher-
ence. The wavelet transform coherence allows one to calcu-
late the local correlation of two functions x(t) and y(t) with
wavelet transforms Wx(s, τ) and Wy(s, τ) in the time-
frequency domain [19–21]. This value is calculated in
the form

R2 s, τð Þ = H s− 1Wxy s, τð Þð Þ�� ��2
H s− 1 Wx s, τð Þj j2
� �

�H s− 1 Wy s, τð Þj j2
� � , ð3Þ

where R2(s, τ) ranges between 0 and 1, Wxy(s, τ) = Wx(s, τ)
Wy*(s, τ) is a cross-wavelet spectrum, H is a smoothing
operator. The smoothing in Equation (3) is based on a
weighted moving average in both the time and scale direc-
tions as described in detail by Torrence and Compo [22].
The smoothing assists to remove the singularities in wavelet
power spectra and improves the reliability of calculations in
Equation (3).

The degree of correlation between the phases of the ana-
lyzed signals was also estimated from the viewpoint of the
wavelet phase coherence [23].

The significance of the correlation is verified by con-
structing the surrogate data. For a surrogate generation we
employed the method of amplitude-adjusted Fourier trans-
form (AAFT). The AAFT produces surrogates having origi-
nal values retained in the time series but rearranged in a way
that largely preserves the spectrum while destroying tempo-
ral information [24]. We provided 100 pairs of surrogate
data for each pair of experimental signal samples. Signifi-
cance levels were calculated as the 95th percentile of the
surrogates.

Previously, the calculation of wavelet-based coherence
was carried out to study the relationship among skin temper-
ature, blood flow, tissue saturation, electrocardiography sig-
nals, etc. This tool revealed significant relationships between
skin temperature oscillations and peripheral blood flow [25,
26], tissue saturation and peripheral blood flow [27], periph-
eral blood flow of contralateral skin sites [28].

For reliable statistics, one should include at least
10 cycles for each of the frequency components under inves-
tigation. We were conducting 14-minute records. Therefore,
reliable results can be obtained only for frequencies exceed-
ing approximately 0.01 Hz.

Evaluation of the wavelet-based coherence reveals corre-
spondence between the VCS and LDF data through their
local spectra, that is, locally in time and at different

frequencies. Such correspondence has been clarified in our
research. The results are discussed below.

2.3 | Correlation of perfusion and RBCs velocity with
arterial occlusion

To study the behavior of the two signals under conditions
other than normal, an arterial occlusion test was used. The
experiments included the following procedures: recording of
background level (basal state) of perfusion and RBC veloc-
ity (30 seconds), occlusion test (90 seconds) and post-
occlusion hyperemia (10 seconds). The occlusion test was
performed according to the conventional procedure involving
the application of a brachial arterial occlusion cuff with the
pressure of 200 to 220 mmHg.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 | Correlation of perfusion and RBCs velocity in a
basal state

The LDF signal (perfusion) and RBC velocity variations are
shown in Figure 2A,B, respectively. Figure 2C,D corre-
sponds to the CWT representation. Figure 2C,D shows the
CWT scalogram charts represented as a gradient colored
map with the distribution of the wavelet power of the signal
in the time-frequency domain. The dark regions relate the
lowest power, while the yellow ones correspond to highest
values.

As it is seen in Figure 2, the time changes of the raw sig-
nals evaluated by the two methods have a similarity, as well
as their CWTs. Calculation of the wavelet transform coher-
ence in correspondence with Equation (3) confirms the simi-
larity of signals and allows one to reveal their relationships
and represent them in numerical form.

Figure 3A,B illustrates a region of significant coherence
throughout the data collection period around 1 to 2 Hz.
This is seen in the cardiac rhythms containing in the two
signals. Additionally, the regions of significant coherence
around 0.01 to 0.07 Hz are observed. In other frequency
bands, for example, respiratory bands, the coherence is not
significant. This takes place due to small amplitude of pul-
sations in these bands and connection of the respiratory
oscillations with the venous part of blood flow. For com-
parison, we show in Figure 3B the mean coherence and the
95th percentile calculated for 100 surrogates. It is worth
noting that the areas of high coherence appearing outside or
overlapping the cone of influence should be interpreted
with caution.

Given the fact that the LDF signal is a superposition of
blood flow velocity from different parts of the microvascula-
ture with phase lag relative to each other, it is reasonable to
assume the absence of phase coherence with the blood flow
velocity in a single capillary. This assumption was
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confirmed by calculating the phase lag and phase coherence.
In Figure 3A, the arrows show the phase lag of one signal
relatively to another. The direction of the arrows corresponds
to the phase lag at the unit circle. The vertical arrow indi-
cates π/2 or quarter-cycle phase lag. The arrows pointing to
the right or left show two in-phase or anti-phase signals,
respectively. Figure 3A,C demonstrates the absence of sig-
nificant phase coherence in almost entire frequency range.

It can be supposed that cardiac oscillations in the LDF
signal are recorded from larger microvessels, that is, arteri-
oles. In normal conditions, the amplitude of pulse oscilla-
tions in capillaries is supposed to be low and
hemodynamically insignificant. In this case, the presence of
a capillary pulse may be an indicator of the course of a dis-
ease like microvascular pathology [29, 30]. In our studies

with healthy volunteers, we have shown that cardiac oscilla-
tion in the capillaries can make a significant contribution to
the overall blood flow fluctuations.

The approach proposed has demonstrated the essential
similarity of spectra oscillations in the isolated capillary and
the integral estimation of the perfusion by the LDF method.
This result demonstrates the deep connection of the LDF sig-
nal with objective physical characteristics of the skin blood
microflow.

At the same time, the LDF method is often associated
with the performance of various functional tests (breath
holding, occlusive, pharmacological, etc.). The next
section presents the comparative results of the observed per-
fusion and RBCs velocity in separate capillary during arte-
rial occlusion test Figure 4.

FIGURE 3 (A) Wavelet transform coherence between the LDF signal and RBCs velocity; (B) time-averaged wavelet coherence spectra and (C) wavelet
phase coherence compared with the significance levels of the surrogate types shown, calculated as the 95th percentile of 100 surrogates. Arrows show the
phase lag of the LDF signal with respect to RBC velocity

FIGURE 2 Experimental records of (A) LDF signal, (B) RBC velocity and (C, D) their CWT representation. White dash line shows the cone of influence
where edge effects become significant at different frequencies
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3.2 | Correlation of perfusion and RBCs velocity
during arterial occlusion

For the first time the VCS method allowed for registration
and quantification of such feature as «reverse» blood flow
during the occlusion test. The video of this experiment is
available online (see Supporting Information, Movie S1).
This effect identifies that the occlusion leads to a simulta-
neous reduction of blood flow in a single capillary from
approximately 4 mm/s to small negative values, and perfu-
sion in the distal phalanx of the finger varies from 30 to
2 perfusion units. A subsequent gradual increase to 5 perfu-
sion units with continued occlusion is caused by detectable
reverse blood flow in the capillaries.

The absolute blood flow velocity in capillaries is increas-
ing gradually from 0 to 0.2 mm/s during the reverse blood
flow effect registration (from 65 to 120 seconds during the
experiment). The finish of occlusion is characterized by a
sharp increase in both the perfusion and RBCs velocity. The
curves reflect a high degree of correspondence between the
local variations of blood perfusion and RBCs velocity before
and after the occlusion. However, there is no direct correlation
within the occlusion period. It can be explained by the
absence of cardiac activity influence on blood microcircula-
tion during the occlusion and redistribution of pressure among
microvessels.

The well-known problem of biological zero is studied for
the cases when blood flow is blocked (eg, during occlusion
tests), but the signal is still detected [31, 32]. Such a problem
is considered when applying the LDF method or other
methods based on registration of DLS (in laser Doppler imag-
ing, LSCI methods). It is believed in many publications that
the thermal Brownian motion of particles (RBCs) is responsi-
ble for the presence of a signal [33]. However, some authors
had shown in their studies non-Brownian nature of the RBCs
movement after arterial occlusion. Meglinski et al. [34] have
demonstrated that the presence of a directed blood flow after

complete cessation of cardiac activity can be explained by the
partially retained basal tonus of the vessels and leveling of the
static pressure along the vascular bed. In the other research
[35], the non-Brownian nature of blood flow is mentioned
even after an hour of arterial occlusion of the mouse ear. The
signal increase during arterial occlusion was also observed in
our studies, but it correlated with the rate of the detected
reverse blood flow. These facts indicate that the effect of bio-
logical zero should be described not only by thermal motion.

4 | INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION
CRITERIA

Ten healthy volunteers (six males and four females, aged
21-40 years) were recruited to participate in the experiment.
In total, over 30 capillaroscopy videos of various lengths
were recorded. The results obtained were reliably repeated in
various series of experiments with various volunteers.

This work represents an example of the long enough video
records, which allowed analyzing the rhythms of blood flow up
to the low frequency of 0.01 Hz. In general, it can be noted that
the data obtained for all volunteers demonstrated at least high
coherence in the cardiac bands with short recordings. The phe-
nomenon of reverse blood flow was detected in experiments
involving all volunteers, but the effect was observed with dif-
ferent persons at different times after the onset of occlusion.

The study was approved by the ethics committee at Orel
State University named after I.S. Turgenev (record of the
meeting No. 10 of November 16, 2017) and was carried out
in accordance with the principles outlined in the 2013 Decla-
ration of Helsinki by the World Medical Association. The
study protocol and its purpose were explained in detail to each
volunteer and the informed consent was obtained from each
person. The study included no volunteers with cardiovascular,
bronchopulmonary or neuroendocrine system disease comor-
bidities, no one with diseases of the gastrointestinal tract,
liver, kidneys, blood or with any other serious chronic dis-
eases, which could have an impact on the results.

5 | CONCLUSION

Analysis and interpretation of blood microcirculation present
a complicated problem. The LDF is still one of the most
attractive methods for that, whereas the difficulties of its
application arise because of a lack of spatial visualization of
the area of measurement and the inherently complex nature
of microvascular flow. For this reason new modalities for
blood flow evaluation assist in better understanding of
microcirculation mechanisms. Particularly, the combined
application of the LDF and VCS methods gives additional
useful information to improve the data interpretation con-
cerning with blood flow. It becomes possible to compare the
changes in the perfusion in certain tissue volume in parallel

FIGURE 4 Experimental record of the LDF signal and RBCs velocity
with reverse blood flow effect
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with simultaneous evaluation of local RBCs velocity and its
direction in a single capillary. The proposed approach with
the application of wavelet transforms coherence to search
time-localized coherent oscillatory behavior has demon-
strated the essential similarity of spectra oscillations in the
isolated capillary and the integral estimation of the perfusion
by the LDF method. This study experimentally confirms the
similarity between RBCs velocity in capillaries and blood
perfusion of human skin evaluated by the LDF method and
demonstrates the deep connection of the LDF signal origin
with objective physical characteristics of the skin blood
microflow.

An important and novel result of the paper is the obser-
vation that the presence of a LDF signal during occlusion
(biological zero) can be caused not only by the Brownian
motion of the RBCs, but also by the reverse blood flow. The
current study adds an important element in our understand-
ing of the characteristics of the blood flow and as such will
be helpful in further research.
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